SDSU-IV spotlights a womanly wonder/mother of three in getting her dual degrees
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CALEXICO — Out of the various stories each new San Diego State Supreme Court to hear RDA’s case

Sen. Juan Vargas calls for feds to axe Sempra powerline to Mexico, saying it will cost jobs, money in Imperial County

El Centro woman charged with damaging five patrol cars

Radiation from Japanese reactors detected at UCSD

Border wait times

Border Patrol agents foil three drug smuggling attempts

Group seeks Amazon boycott over sales tax fight

Parents of dead Mexicali student plead for justice

Local schools reopen on a new school year

SDSU-IV spotlights a womanly wonder/mother of three in getting her dual degrees - ivpr...
Not to take away from the accomplishment of getting a four year degree, but come on! I feel her educational journey was easier than most have it. Anyone that has any ties with the military knows that her mortgage was paid with BAH allowance, her husbands base pay check was added to by having a total of four dependents, all of his earnings were tax free in Afghanistan (plus hazard pay). And for all we know her tuition was paid for by a spousal transfer of the G.I Bill, that is now allowed. All that being said, God Bless her husband for serving, and congratulations on the degree's. Lets just not go overboard on the totality of sacrifices. There are many that sacrifice more on a daily basis.

There was a guy who battled cancer while finishing his degree. I guess this is a better example of determination.

When ever I gave a talk at a college on discrimination, I would say there was one big group that was discriminated a lot. Women! And that it would continue as long as they wanted it to. Maybe through education they can live their right place in life.
When I had to work full time and come home to take care of my two older kids while wife was at the hospital with the brand new one. I got to appreciate woman that work and then come home and continue working.

Education is the most peaceful way of doing away with discrimination.
Tea bagger feel very brave behind a weapon. Shoot a 7 year old skinny girl can shoot a seven foot weight lifting foot ball guard.